
Gymnastics Knowledge Organiser Year 6

Skills

6 Elements
of Gymnastics
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Sequence

Stepping, leaping and spinning with a hoop, a ball and a ribbon

Practice log roll, egg roll,  shoulder roll , teddy bear roll

and forward roll.

Practice shape balances include stretch, star, tuck, dish, arch,

pike and straddle.

Practice point balances on hands, knees, elbows and feet.

Practice patch balances on front, side, back, bottom and shoulders.

Practice partner balances that mirror and match.

Practice partner balances that are Asymmetrical and Symmetrical.

Learn counter tension and counter balances with a partner.

Counter tension = pulling away       Counter balance = leaning towards

     Learn off the floor balances. 
 

     Practice Jumps with ¼ and ½ turn.

     Practice hopping and jumping from 2 feet to 1 foot, 1 foot to 2 feet,

     2 feet to 2 feet, and swap leap.

     Practice hopscotch jump formations.

     Practice compass jump combinations using the compass  N,S,E and W).

Linking 4 or more movements put together.

Working in pairs and groups using formations in unison, cannon.

Performing to music, in sync with the music expressing a theme.

Using a mat.

Using a bench.

Moving using a ribbon, a ball and a hoop.

Terminology
Theme

Rhythm
& Beat

Timing

Telling a story though your movement

and expression around a theme.

Your themes are:

 Cool Flow

Dynamic Flow

A repeated pattern of beats that create a music

phrase - like the 32 count phrase below.

Choreographing your moves in time to the beat

and phrase of the music.

4 blocks of 8 beats
create a 32 count phrase

Blocks of 8 beats repeat 4 times to form the 32 phrase, then the phrase repeats
all over again.  The Big One is the very first beat of the block number 1. 


